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Grey Dawn Forces Advance Upon PdU Lands
Stiff Resistance from Defenders
the
Grey
Dawn
Following the defeat of the and combat supply and weapons following
intervention several months ago.
N.U.D.E. at their base village of expenditure were extravagant.
Although the probe was defeated
Chioco the Grey Dawn Faction and
its ally from the West, Black Flag At the northern Border the by superior firepower of the
have advanced Northward up the Electronic Base Commandos defenders including a tank, it
road network mopping up (EBC) are still attacking villages reveals the risk of leaving
resistance at Qetrada but meeting controlled by Creeping Death. fragments of shattered factions
heavy resistance at Tuchatro where Varma was attacked by a platoon behind while you address a higher
the Molteni have recently taken sized force but was repulsed in priority.
over the defence. Grey Dawn torrential rain, while further East Another Northern faction has been
forces attacked the village but the Creeping Death forces won in action this month with the Centre
found it heavily defended by the another defensive victory against of Internal Aggression (CIA)
Molteni who were well dug into the the EBC forces at Selbera, where it securing the village of Jebrat. The
ruins of this most fought over of seems the CD have rushed forces village only lightly defended by
villages. Black Flag attacked also Westwards to meet this new threat. Government Forces controls the
but the Molteni forces held firm, Strategically they appear to have river crossing and the roads South
boosted in the knowledge that their abandoned any attempt to capture to the mountains and beyond them
aircraft had destroyed a large El Baso from Government Forces the oil rich areas of desert. We
convoy of units based at Albeagra after their disastrous failure a few anticipate that they will exploit this
strategic and very cheap gain in the
and poised ready to join the attack. months ago.
A Black Flag probe was also A defeated faction thought to be no near future in a bid capture and
defeated at Bridpo when an longer in action have actually secure economic security. The
outflanking
manoeuvre
was carried out a probe on the Molteni logistics of making this a
attempted. This might give the PdU base at Lojas. The Sons of Minerva worthwhile exercise are expensive
the breathing space it needs to long ago subjugated by the South and complex without a nearer
recover from the recent heavy West Alliance seems to have re- border crossing.
fighting in support of the N.U.D.E. emerged after the Alliance were
Faction where losses were heavy drawn into the heavy fighting
Jason’s Bit
Another busy month with plenty of fighting across the map. I’m impressed by the quality of play as well as
the tenacity of some players.
The promised turn assistance programme has absorbed much of my time for many months and I am
overcoming each challenge as it arises while learning more and more about how best to do things. It will count
up everything in your load and compare it with the available transport and compute combat supplies need for
each battle. I am sure it will make a huge difference when I get it finished. To speed things up I will be making
a few changes to unit stats particularly to increase the amount of cargo that APCs can carry as this has proved
to be a major problem. I hope this does not inconvenience anyone.
Anyway, that’s it for another month.
Regards Jason.

